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START TALKING!
Korean STARTALK Summer Immersion Program Newsetter
The students have been
learning about the
significance of archery
in Korean culture and
history through heroes
such as Admiral Yi Sun
Shin and folk hero,
Hong Gildong. We
participated in a hands
on archery
demonstration.
Students received
personal archery
instruction from
Korea’s first female
Olympic gold
medalist, Seo Hyang Soon 서향순. Her significance in sports history was great pride for the students.
We would like to thank HSS Sports Academy in Irvine.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE: We hope you enjoy this Student Edition of our
STARTALK newsletter series. These are the students own words. Thanks to all the
students who participated in this newsletter. -Tammy Kim, Korean American Center

“I’VE HAD AN AMAZING EXPERIENCE SO FAR!”

- RYAN CHOI 최인수, 6TH GRADE
My favorite part about this Korean program is when we play games,
especially number games. This is very important to me because I want
to speak Korean to my relatives. This program makes the boring things
into a lot of fun. For example, when we learn Sino numbers, we played
games and it was challenging and fun. The teachers are kind and help us
when we are struggling to learn Korea. The crafts are very fun and
creative especially the koboksun ship and the lotus flower. The food is also
great such as the chicken roll and the Korean fried chicken.
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“MY EXPERIENCE WITH STARTALK HAS
BEEN GREAT!” -Alissa Lee 이애리, 7th grade
I came into this class knowing a considerable amount of Korean,
and expected to be extremely bored for the first few weeks,
learning nothing. But instead, this program has refreshed my
memory and helped me in conversational skills, which I was
really hoping to learn more about. Even though I grew up always
knowing a small amount of Korean linguistic wise, I didn’t know
much about the culture or history. In Week 1, we learned about
심청 (Shim Chung), a Korean folktale character. This week we
learned about 이순신 (Yi Sun Shin), a historical figure. Both of
these I have never even heard about. It gave me a taste of my
culture, and now I want to visit Korea even more! When I first
started, I knew three people. But now I know everyone in the
class. STARTALK has given many people the opportunity to learn Korean, and I think it could possibly
change their lives. I remember on the first day, people walked in not knowing a lick of Korean,
some not even knowing how to pronounce their names. But now everyone can read and speak!
At first, I was dreading this camp, thinking,”Four weeks of Korean school from 9-2 everyday?!” But now
this has been lots of fun! I can see a great next few weeks coming my way.

“It gave me a taste of my culture, and now I want
to visit Korea even more! ”
“STARTALK IS AN AMAZING PROGRAM!”
CARISA KOH 고은미, 7TH GRADE
On the first we learned Hangul alphabet and how to read
Hangul. When we first learned Hangul, it was very hard but
then it got easier and easier because I practiced during class
and at home. Also, we got into small groups and played lots
of team games like,”What is this word in Korean?”.
Additionally, we learned new phrases in Hangul like,”Where
do you live?”,”What is your name?”,”My name is”, “Do you
have a dog?”, “and many more phrases. This week we
learned the Korean numbers 1-100 native way and Sino way.
Overall, STARTALK is an amazing program. I love the
STARTALK program because all the teachers are nice. We
play lots of games and every day I learn something new
in Korean. When I first came to the Korean class

(STARTALK program), I barely knew how to speak
Korean, couldn't read Korean, and learn how to
speak many phrases. Now, I can read most Hangul words, speak some phrases, and
learn some history about Korea.
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“The STARTALK Program Has Opened My Eyes To A
New World Of Korea” -Jonathan Rho 노현수, 7th Grade
The Korean American Center STARTALK program is an exceptional experience that gives me a new
perspective on my culture’s heritage and history. Through this program, I not only learn about my
parent’s country but also about the people, culture, food, and
ideas that lie within. The STARTALK Program has open my eyes
to a new world of Korea which I never got to learn just by
reading or watching videos. Instead, I’ve been able to learn
through various hands on activities, Korean sing alongs, and
games. I now can interact with my grandparents more in
depth and carry conversations in Korean to get to know
more about them and my ancestors. Through this program,
I now feel more connected to where I’m from and one day I
want to share and embrace my culture with others so they can
learn the beauty of Korea.

“I now feel more connected to
where I’m from”
“THIS IS NOT YOUR TYPICAL KOREAN SCHOOL
OR SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM”

-NOAH KIM 김재영, 7TH GRADE
This STARTALK program has helped me greatly improve my
Korean skills and knowledge about Korean culture. I am
glad to be in this program because I am learning a lot. I
went from knowing the alphabet and just a few words,
to learning to speak and understanding many practical
Korean phrases like, “Where do you live?” Or “What is
your name?” I also learned how to tell time, name the
people in my family tree and about famous historical
figures like Yi Shun Shin and Hong Gildong. This is not
your typical Korean school or summer school program.
Instead of just learning vocabulary or grammar, we learned
archery from a former Korean gold medalist and we play
games every day to help us use our Korean. I enjoy learning more about my culture with my
friends. We listened and danced to Kpop and built a model turtle ship together as class projects.
The teachers are great and are very involved in what the students do. They dance along to
songs and act as coaches in competitive projects and activities. They help us and answer
questions and act in a very encouraging manner. To conclude, I think that this program is very
useful and is helping me learn a lot of Korean in just two weeks. Most importantly, I am

having tons of fun.
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“STARTALK Provides An Easy Way For Any Type Of
Learner To Learn Korean” -Mark Kim 김도일, 7th grade
The overall sense of being in the STARTALK experience, they
give off a an open and helping vibe, which helped me have a
fun and happy experience there. First off, the staff is very
persistent and hardworking. I expected after the tenth try,
they would just tell me to move on or something like my
experiences at other places, but they were persistent on
me learning/repeating this word or that phrase until I
knew it. Now, the staff was only fifty percent of the reason
why my experience at STARTALK was so phenomenal. Most of
us should know that learning a second language is tough.
Well, the other fifty percent belongs to the fact that
STARTALK provides an easy way for any type of learner to
learn Korean. Whether it’s through a song or worksheet,
STARTALK provides knowledge through both. In all,
STARTALK gave me an amazing experience which makes me want to learn more Korean. I wish to
never forget my experience there and the people/staff that have left an impact on me.

“STARTALK Has Brought A Huge Impact In My Life
Already After Just Two Weeks” - Justin Bae 배서민, 6th Grade
I’ve been implementing words I learned at STARTALK into my
everyday life. I have been building a better bond between
me and my grandmother because she has enjoyed helping
me with my homework. I have been attending STARTALK
with my friends and I have also made some new friends. The
environment is very great because the teachers are very nice
to their students and the
students also love to make
jokes in class. All in all, I
think that STARTALK is a
great program for anybody
who wants to learn the
Korean language, writing, and
culture.
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“Now I Can Finally Understand My Grandparents When They
Talk To Me In Korean” -Naomi Hahn 한지수, 7th grade
I have had the wonderful opportunity and privilege to be able to be part of such an amazing program,
STARTALK. I have never been great at Korean, so I was worried that this was going to be a challenging
program. The first few days were a struggle for me because I had a bad injury on my right hand and got stitches
the day before the start of the program. This obviously caused me to
write with my left hand which was hard and frustrating. This
program helped me as I struggled to keep my mind off this injury.
Instead I was learning new concepts in Korean, becoming familiar
with the different ideas and culture Korean has to offer, and making
new memories. I was behind many of my other peers in terms of
knowledge in Korean, and I was not sure how I could possibly be at
their rate, but all of the teachers and leaders in this environment have
made me feel welcomed and important in the Korean community.
Even though I was not as advanced as other students, I was able to go
at my own pace. Where I am in Korean now versus when I was
when I started, I have made such a leap. STARTALK is not only
nourishing for learning Korean, it is a place where I and all my
new friends feel the gates of the Korean community have opened.
We play games, laugh at new introduced Korean songs, and test our
skills with our new friends. We accomplish the challenges given to us
because we are motivated by everyone around us. We finish brain-stretching worksheets, and most of all, have
fun and enjoy this experience that has truly impacted us. Now I can finally understand my grandparents when
they talk to me in Korean and I can have a nice understandable conversation. When my parents decide they
want to speak in Korean, it won’t be a faint memory, it’ll be evidence that I know a little something about who I
am. (And for most of us our parents do that often) I know I am not the only one that has this feeling, and that is
why I have written this letter to inspire and introduce an amazing program.

“We accomplish the challenges given to us because
we are motivated by everyone around us. ”
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“THIS YEAR’S 2018 STARTALK EXPERIENCE
HAS BEEN AWESOME AND MEMORABLE!”
-AUDREY KIM 금다나, 7TH GRADE
This year’s 2018 STARTALK experience has been awesome and memorable! We are only halfway
through the program and I’ve been learning how to speak
and write in Korean. I have also learned about Korean
culture, including food, famous historical figures, and past
times. Some of the Korean writing that I have learned
included, the consonants and vowels of the Korean
language. From the beginning of this STARTALK program,
to now, I think I have improved a lot with my Korean. For
example, I can count up to 10, write my name in Korean,
and answer simple questions about my age and my family
members. I have also learned a lot about the Korean
culture. This week, we learned from a famous Korean
archer about archery. We also learned about a famous
historical Korean figure named Yi Soon Shin and made the
Turtle ship named Geobukseon. We even had the opportunity to enjoy many traditional Korean
dishes, like Kimbap and fried chicken. I believe that STARTALK is really helping
Korean-American children to gain exposure to the Korean language and culture
and instill a curiosity and drive to become more fluent in speaking and writing
in Korean. I am excited to see what the rest of this program will have in store for
me as I continue my learning and appreciation of the Korean language.

“The Teachers Will Do Everything To Teach Us The
Korean Language”
-Caden Yun 윤재성, 6th Grade
STARTALK has been a wonderful experience for me. There are so
many activities to do; such as building wooden boats and doing
archery with an olympic gold medalist. It is amazing how these
teachers could plan every single minute, every hour, to bring
this program together. The teachers are great and understanding
with the children, and will do everything to teach us the Korean
language, Hangul. Our STARTALK is the only Korean school of
eight in the U.S., to teach children about the Korean language, so I
find this very amazing. This program is to let children strive in the
learning of a foreign language. I find STARTALK has helped me
with my Korean skills of speaking and writing, and I have
improved greatly. This has helped me so much.

“Thank you STARTALK teachers!”
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ELIZABETH KIM, 김도영, 6TH GRADE
Learning Korean has never been
easy for me… until I joined STARTALK
language program. I started from barely knowing
any Korean, to being able to read, write, and type Korean in
just two weeks. The teachers are very friendly and kind to all the
students, and they teach the quickest and best way. We practice
Korean in many ways, for example, through music, projects,
stories, social activities, games, and so much more! What I enjoy
about the STARTALK program is being able to learn something
new about Korean and its history in a fun and educating way.
I’ve always wanted to learn Korean to communicate with my
grandparents and other relatives, and now, I am learning how to.
My goal for myself is when I walk out the doors of the Korean
American Center for the last time, I will have a basic understanding
of the Korean language and history.

Joshua Kim 김성호, 8th Grade

When my parents first told me I was
enrolled in a summer language program I
was a bit skeptical. Who wants to spend their
summer break learning Korean? But now being two weeks
into the program, my perspective has changed. STARTALK
KAC is more than a language program, it has given me an
opportunity to learn about my heritage. What makes this
program so enjoyable is how the teachers are effective and
entertaining in delivering the Korean lessons. STARTALK KAC
has provided hands on lessons and experiences about Korean
culture, these activities and lessons remind me how proud
I should be as a Korean American.

Our class gold, silver and bronze medal
archery winners along side with Seo Hyang
Soon 서향순, Korea’s first female gold
medalist.

우리 모둠
Our Team
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“This Korean Class Is Very Different
and Unique” -Nathan Yun 윤재민 8th Grade
I think that this Korean class is very different and unique when
compared to normal school. It is much more interactive and the
teachers are very focused on making everybody good at
Korean. I like that it is very different from normal school, and the
teachers make some activities exciting. I think that it has been a
very different experience, and I have learned a lot. The teachers
are very kind and helpful. On the first day of Korean school, I
barely knew any Korean, but now I greet my teachers in
Korean and say goodbye in Korean.

“It really has been a great!”
Students participated in a traditional Korean
tea ceremony 다례 (Dayre). Darye literally
refers to "etiquette for tea" or "day tea rite"
and has been kept among Koreans for over a
thousand years. Students learned the proper
way to serve and drink tea.

“I FEEL FORTUNATE TO
PARTICIPATE IN THIS
PROGRAM”
TYLER KIM 김새현, 8TH GRADE
STARTALK has truly been a bridge of generations and a path to
my Korean heritage. Going into this program only two short
weeks ago, my goal was to become more fluent in Korean and
also be immersed in a culture that I had felt I could only
experience looking through a window. I no longer wanted to feel like an outsider. With this
program, I have taken the first steps into achieving my goal of breaking down language
barriers that exist between me and older relatives. My whole life, my grandparents and I have
been able communicate, but with difficulty. STARTALK has helped me reinforce my understanding
of the Korean language and has taught me many phrases that have already helped me
communicate with my Korean-speaking family members. They have been thrilled to witness this
growth in me and I have been inspired to continue my learning of the Korean language and
culture. I feel fortunate to participate in this program.
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“WE ARE LEARNING KOREAN
AND AT THE SAME TIME HAVING
FUN” ANNELIESE CHUNG, 정샛별, 7TH GRADE
The two weeks I have been in STARTALK has been such
a wonderful and fun time. I love being in this class, it is so much
fun and I enjoy being in here. We are learning Korean and at
the same time having fun. I don't think I have ever been to a
place with so much fun and learning. We learn so much and play
games that are so fun. I feel so comfortable like I belong there. It
it the best place that I have ever been in the summer. I want to
go so badly every morning. I love to sing along with the songs
and make new friends and play along. The learning is very
accurate. I never thought I could learn that much in one day! I
have learned so much in just two weeks and have so much fun and can't wait for the next time
day! I love being here!

Kara Syn 신진희, 7th Grade

I like this Korean program for many
reasons. First off, we were given the opportunity to work
with others in small groups. Another thing that made this
Korean school fun and exciting was the fact that we got to
do lots of arts and crafts. It was also fun to learn many
different songs in Korean. I also enjoyed the field trip to HSS
Sports Academy. I loved being able to learn the basics of archery.
It was fun to do something rather than sitting in a classroom
doing worksheets. This is a Korean school that I would
definitely do again.

우리 친구들
Our Friends

우리 반
Our Class
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우리 학생들
OUR STUDENTS
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STARTALK is a program administered by the National
Foreign Language Center and funded by the National
Security Agency to promote the education of critical
foreign languages, including Korean. STARTALK
STARTALK’s mission is to increase the number of U.S.
citizens learning, speaking, and teaching critical need
foreign languages by offering students (K–16) and teachers
of these languages creative and engaging summer
experiences.
The Korean American Center is proud to present our
Korean Summer Immersion program for Korean h e r i t a g e
learners.
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